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Abstract

The limitations of current mutual coupling compensation methods in antenna arrays are thoroughly reviewed. The
theory of mutual coupling compensation is unified in such a way that efficient methods can be employed for cali-
brating both transmit and receive systems having arbitrary geometries. The theory leads to methods that can eval-
uate mutual coupling using either theoretical or experimental means. Reciprocity is studied through the careful
comparison of receive and transmit analytical formulations. Examples involving various applications are presented
for the validation of the theory. This theory has numerous applications and contributes to the areas of antenna
theory, mutual coupling analysis, complex structure modeling, and antenna measurements.
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1. Introduction

Antenna arrays are employed in a variety of applications,
including direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, multiple-

input multiple-output, beam steering, and interference sup-
pression. In many cases, accurate characterization of the array
response is critical in the optimization of the array perfor-
mance. In particular, the increasing use of arrays that consist
of relatively small numbers of closely spaced antenna ele-
ments or arrays that are located in the vicinity of scatterers
justifies the requirement for mutual coupling compensation. In
such systems, electromagnetic coupling between the array
elements and scatterers results in nonuniform electromagnetic
responses from each of the array elements and degraded per-
formance if mutual coupling compensation is not per-
formed properly.

Mutual coupling compensation can be performed either
by the prediction of received or transmitted signals for a
given excitation or by a matrix multiplication with the re-
ceived signals, which restores the signals that would be re-
ceived in the absence of mutual coupling.

As discussed in Section 2 of this paper, various
methods have been presented in the literature for compensat-
ing mutual coupling in antenna arrays. However, many of
them appear to be restricted to specific array and element
geometries, very often azimuth-only systems involving verti-
cal thin wire array elements. Those that are applicable to
systems of arbitrary geometries appear to require excessive
amounts of measurements, calculations, and memory. Unfor-
tunately, no work has bridged the gap between efficient
mutual coupling compensation methods and those that are
applicable to systems of arbitrary geometries. This paper
proposes to do so by unifying the theory of mutual coupling
compensation.

Going back to the basics of antenna theory in Section 3,
useful analytical formulations will be derived as theoretical
foundations for unifying the theory. Both receive and trans-
mit antenna systems will be considered, and clear reciprocity
relationships relating the two operating modes will be
highlighted, giving new guidelines on mutual coupling com-
pensation in a system using data obtained for an operating
mode different from its intended one. Techniques for improv-
ing mutual coupling compensation efficiency will be pre-
sented in Section 4, and various applications of the theory
will be described in Section 5.

This paper has potential value as both a review and a
tutorial paper and also presents new material. The numerical
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examples can be easily verified with proven electromagnetic
computational codes. The use of receive-mode mutual cou-
pling compensation data in all examples, even when the sys-
tems are employed in transmission, is deliberate as mutual
coupling compensation is often performed using receive-
mode measurements, and it provides additional validation
opportunities.

2. Background

It was recently observed in [1] that although very differ-
ent coupling mechanisms for transmit and receive systems
have existed for quite some time in the literature, many
researchers still prefer to analyze receive systems using con-
cepts that better characterize transmit systems. More specifi-
cally, array analysis is very commonly performed using the
concept of mutual impedances. Let us consider an antenna
array of N radiating elements. The mutual impedance be-
tween the ith array element ði ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ and the jth array
element ðj ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ is determined as

Zij ¼ Vi

Ij
(1)

where Vi is the voltage appearing at the open-circuited port
of element i due to the current source Ij at the port of ele-
ment j while all the other elements are open-circuited. The
impedance matrix is formed using all the mutual impedances
as follows:

Z ¼
Z11 Z12 � � � Z1N
Z21 Z22 � � � Z2N
..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

ZN1 ZN2 � � � ZNN

2
6664

3
7775: (2)

Alternatively, the mutual admittances can be determined
using

Yij ¼ Ii
Vj

(3)

where Ii is the current appearing at the short-circuited port of
element i due to the voltage source Vj at the port of element
j while all the other ports are short-circuited. The impedance
matrix is then obtained by

Z ¼ Y�1: (4)

It is also possible to measure the scattering matrix using a
vector network analyzer by making sure that the ports are
terminated properly into a reference impedance Zo com-
monly having a value of 50 �. The impedance matrix is then
obtained by

Z ¼ ZoðIN þ SÞðIN � SÞ�1 (5)

where S is the scattering matrix, and IN is the identity matrix
having dimensions equal to the number of array elements N .
The port voltages are then given by

V1

V2

..

.

VN

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

Z11 Z12 � � � Z1N
Z21 Z22 � � � Z2N
..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

ZN1 ZN2 � � � ZNN

2
6664

3
7775

I1
I2
..
.

IN

2
6664

3
7775: (6)

Using array theory, the excitation currents required to steer
the array radiation pattern in a desired direction are propor-
tional to

I1
I2

..

.

IN

2
66664

3
77775¼

e�j2�� sin �oðx1 cos�oþy1 sin�oÞþz1 cos �o½ �

e�j2�� sin �oðx2 cos�oþy2 sin�oÞþz2 cos �o½ �

..

.

e�j2�� sin �oðxN cos�oþyN sin�oÞþzN cos �o½ �

2
66664

3
77775

(7)

where � is the wavelength of the signal; xi, yi, and zi are the
physical coordinates of element i; and �o and �o are the azi-
muth and elevation angles describing the direction in which
the radiation pattern is steered. The impedance seen at port i
is the ratio

ZDi ¼
Vi

Ii
: (8)

Using (6), (7), and (8) yields

ZDi ¼
XN
j¼1

Zij
Ij
Ii

¼
XN
j¼1

Zije
j2�� sin �o ðxi�xjÞ cos�oþðyi�yjÞ sin�o½ �þðzi�zjÞ cos �of g:

(9)

This impedance is known as the active driving impedance [2]
or scan impedance [3]. In the absence of mutual coupling, it
is simply equal to the self-impedance, i.e., ZDi ¼ Zii, and is
independent of the element excitations. However, in the pres-
ence of mutual coupling, (9) indicates that the active driving
impedances are dependent on the element excitations and
will vary as the radiation pattern is scanned in various direc-
tions. The impedances of the array elements can then only be
matched for a given direction. It is possible that the radiated
or received power is significantly reduced when scanning in
other directions while the generator or load impedances re-
main fixed. Ultimately, it may even yield to a phenomenon
known as scan blindness at angles where the impedance mis-
matches result in no power being radiated or received. It
should be pointed out however that scan blindness implies
that all the active driving impedances of the array are purely
imaginary. This is generally only possible in infinite regular
arrays [2–5] of identical elements since all the elements have
to experience similar electromagnetic interactions. Many
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antenna arrays do not satisfy this condition, and (7)–(9) are
therefore of little use in the evaluation of electromagnetic
coupling in systems of arbitrary geometries.

The impedance matrix given in (2), however, is very
useful in the analysis of these systems. In a transmit system,
the impedance matrix is easily integrated in an equivalent
circuit, as illustrated in Figure 1a. Voltages vtx1 ; . . . ; vtxN and
generator impedances ZG1 ; . . . ;ZGN can be arranged into col-
umn vector vtx and diagonal matrix ZG to model a set of ap-
plied transmitters, which are connected in series with matrix
Z that models the antenna array. By circuit theory, the port
currents and voltages can be determined based on knowledge
of the transmitter voltages, i.e.,

I ¼ ðZG þ ZÞ�1vtx (10)

v ¼ ZI ¼ ZðZG þ ZÞ�1vtx (11)

where column vectors I and v contain the port currents and
voltages, respectively. In a receive system as illustrated in
Figure 1b, voltages voc1 ; . . . ; vocN can be arranged into column
vector voc to model the antenna array with matrix Z, and load
impedances ZL1 ; . . . ; ZLN can be arranged into diagonal matrix
ZL to model a set of attached receivers. Port voltages
vrx1 ; . . . ; vrxN are measured across the load impedances by the
set of receivers, and these voltages can be arranged into col-
umn vector vrx. While the determination of the port quantities
is very straightforward in transmit systems since the genera-
tor signals can be precisely controlled, it is significantly more
complicated in receive systems. In fact, the determination of
voc due to an external illumination is very rarely encountered
in the literature [6–9], and often, crude approximations of the
current distributions on the antennas are employed in its
calculation [10–14]. This may have contributed to controver-
sies about the validity of the equivalent circuit in Figure 1b
[15–21]. However, the fundamental principles already found
in classical textbooks [22–24] and reviewed in [25] were ver-
ified in [26–28]. The equivalent circuit is valid as long as we
are interested only in the port quantities. More specifically,
using this circuit for determining the scattered fields would
be misleading.

An important limitation of the equivalent circuits in
Figure 1 is that they only model systems at the circuit level

and give very limited insight about radiated electromagnetic
fields. This limitation is generally circumvented through the
use of the active element patterns [29–33]. These are also re-
ferred to as embedded element patterns [34] or scan element
patterns [3]. They are essentially the radiation patterns of the
individual elements when these are excited while the other
elements are terminated. In [35–39], the definition was mod-
ified to the radiation patterns of the individual elements
when these are excited while the other elements are open
circuited. A limitation of all these active element pattern
analysis methods is that they are only accurate in directions
for which the radiation patterns are known. Since the
radiation patterns are determined for a discrete number of
directions relative to the antenna system, some form of
interpolation, as suggested in [40–45], can be employed to
estimate the radiation patterns in intervening directions. Nev-
ertheless, a large memory requirement can be expected for
these methods to store the radiation patterns and obtain good
angular resolution.

Analysis methods based on the concept of coupling ma-
trices can potentially minimize this memory requirement.
These are only employed in receive systems in the literature
[46]. The main assumption of these methods is that the port
voltages are related to the incident signals according to

vrxð�; �Þ ¼ Cvidealð�; �Þ (12)

where

C ¼

C11 C12 � � � C1N

C21 C22 � � � C2N

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

CN1 CN2 � � � CNN

2
66664

3
77775 (13)

videalð�; �Þ ¼

ej
2�
� sin �ðx1 cos�þy1 sin�Þþz1 cos �½ �

ej
2�
� sin �ðx2 cos�þy2 sin�Þþz2 cos �½ �

..

.

ej
2�
� sin �ðxN cos�þyN sin�ÞþzN cos �½ �

2
66664

3
77775: (14)

The matrix C is known as the coupling matrix and contains
the complex coupling parameters Cij between elements i and
j. Column vectors vrxð�; �Þ and videalð�; �Þ contain the port
voltages and the incident signals, respectively, and � and �
are the azimuth and elevation angles of the incident signals.
The vector videalð�; �Þ contains the relative voltages that
would appear at the ports under ideal conditions with no mu-
tual coupling present; the voltages are directly proportional
to the incident electric fields at the locations of the ports
given by xi, yi, and zi in (14). Although the independence of
the coupling matrix from the incident angles is often ques-
tioned in the literature [47–49], it is generally agreed that for
a simple azimuth-only system comprised of vertical wire ele-
ments, the coupling matrix is completely independent of the
incident direction. This has the practical advantage of
completely modeling this type of receive system using a

Figure 1. Equivalent circuits of (a) transmit and (b) re-
ceive antenna systems.
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square matrix whose dimensions are equal to the number of
elements.

Unlike active element pattern methods that perform
mutual coupling compensation through the prediction of
received signals, this method allows compensation to be per-
formed through a matrix multiplication with the received sig-
nal vector as follows:

videalð�; �Þ ¼ C�1vrxð�; �Þ: (15)

This restores the signals that would be received in the
absence of mutual coupling [49] and is a desirable feature
for many DOA estimation and radiation pattern synthesis
algorithms that rely on specific array geometries.

Various methods have been proposed for the estimation
of the coupling matrix. The most popular of these is gener-
ally referred to as the open-circuit voltage method and has
been used in [50–56]. This method assumes that the coupling
matrix is simply given by

C ¼ ZLðZL þ ZÞ�1: (16)

Therefore, it is implicitly assumed that the open-circuit volt-
ages voc in Figure 1b are free from mutual coupling. This is,
in general, incorrect, as pointed out in [8, 9, 57]. The assump-
tion is only valid for arrays of electrically small elements in
the absence of external scatterers. The full-wave method was
introduced in [57] to improve the estimation of C for more
common array elements, namely, vertical half-wave dipoles.
This was done by judiciously summing up the entries of the
method of moments [58] admittance matrix to give a square
matrix. A generalization of this method to arbitrary numerical
techniques was presented in [8, 9] and gives similar accuracy.
Although very accurate, a limitation of the method is that
the elevation angle � of incident signals needs to be known
a priori. Furthermore, it is better suited to theoretical evalua-
tion. Depending on the complexity of the antenna system at
hand, it is sometimes preferable to perform experimental
estimation of the coupling matrix. The calibration method
employed in [59–61] facilitates experimental estimation by
mapping measured vectors to ideal vectors in a least squares
sense for several incident directions, resulting in a square
coupling matrix estimate. A disadvantage of this method is
that a large number of measurements may be required to ob-
tain an accurate estimate. The receiving mutual impedance
method was more recently used in [62–66], where, instead of
determining the mutual impedances by exciting the elements
at their ports as conventionally done, the mutual impedances
are determined by exciting the elements by external plane
waves. Although this method has the practical advantage of
being suitable to experimental implementation, it cannot be
expected to provide an accurate estimate of the coupling ma-
trix for arbitrary frequencies and array configurations due to
the assumptions that the current distributions on the elements
remain unchanged by the elevation angle, the presence of
more than two elements in the array, and the azimuth angle

of the exciting plane wave used in the determination of the
mutual impedances [67]. Nevertheless, it proved to be supe-
rior to the conventional open-circuit voltage method in typi-
cal configurations of vertical half-wave dipoles.

All the previous coupling matrix estimation methods
are considered to be offline methods as they evaluate elec-
tromagnetic coupling prior to the operation of the antenna
system. Online methods can also be found in the literature
[68–78] and are also known as autocalibration, self-
calibration, or blind-calibration methods. These methods
estimate the coupling matrix on a continuous basis during the
operation of the antenna system using signals in the environ-
ment and have the practical advantage of adapting to a chang-
ing electromagnetic environment, which is a difficult problem
when the antenna system is located near potential scatterers.
A minimum number of signals from different incident direc-
tions is required for obtaining a reliable estimate, with some
methods requiring as few as one [71] but with the drawback
of only being applicable to uniform circular arrays. Unfortu-
nately, all online methods appear to be limited to specific
array geometries with most being applicable to uniform linear
arrays. This allows the exploitation of the Toeplitz structures
of the coupling matrices. However, as pointed out in [79],
this inherently imposes very important constraints with re-
spect to the symmetry of the antenna system, and it is unclear
whether online methods can truly adapt to a changing electro-
magnetic environment since symmetry is lost whenever scat-
terers approach the system. Furthermore, oversimplifying
assumptions are made in all online methods involving uni-
form linear arrays with respect to the structure of the coupling
matrix. Since the elements of this kind of array generally ex-
perience dissimilar electromagnetic interactions, it is incor-
rect to assume constant diagonals, as is the case in a Toeplitz
matrix [79]. Only [68] attempted to take this into consider-
ation, but as pointed out in [79], the correction introduced in
[68] violates the well-known reciprocity theorem of antenna
systems. In light of these important issues, there are serious
doubts that online methods can reliably be employed in prac-
tical systems.

In [80], it was found that the coupling matrix concept
just fails in the presence of structure scattering. More specifi-
cally, the experiment consisted of a uniform linear array of
vertical dipoles in front of a rectangular conducting plate.
The scattering caused by the presence of the conducting plate
adversely affected the accuracy of the coupling matrix esti-
mate. Although no solution to this problem was proposed in
[80], attempts of a possible solution can be found in [47] and
[81–85]. So far, only square coupling matrix estimates have
been discussed, and the latter references suggested that under
certain conditions, mutual coupling may be better described
by nonsquare matrices having a larger number of columns
than rows. Instead of summing up the entries of the method
of moments admittance matrix as done in the full-wave
method in [57], [81–83] used entire rows of the matrix as the
coupling matrix estimate. This estimate has the disadvantages
of often requiring large memory storage and of being nonin-
vertible due to its nonsquare dimensions. Again, this is
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predominantly a theoretical approach, and a more experimen-
tal approach can be found in [47], [84], and [85], where mea-
surements were used to estimate a nonsquare coupling
matrix. However, these references only considered very spe-
cific system geometries and therefore failed to provide a com-
plete approach for the experimental evaluation of mutual
coupling.

Although the undesired effects of mutual coupling ap-
pear to be unavoidable in practical systems even by careful
antenna design [86], a unified theory for the evaluation of
mutual coupling and the subsequent compensation of its un-
desired effects is still missing. The coupling matrix concept
appears to be helpful for developing this theory, but a sys-
tematic approach needs to be devised to minimize the dimen-
sions of the coupling matrix estimates for systems that are
better described by nonsquare matrices. The experimental es-
timation of these matrices also needs to be generalized with
a view to minimizing the number of required measurements.
Finally, the evaluation of coupling matrices in transmit sys-
tems needs to be studied since coupling matrices have only
been used in receive systems. The remainder of this paper
achieves this with complete theoretical analysis of receive
and transmit systems demonstrated with practical applica-
tions of antenna arrays.

3. Theoretical Foundations

3.1 Receive System

Receive quantities of an antenna can be derived using
knowledge of transmit near-fields ~Eðx; y; zÞ and ~Hðx; y; zÞ for
the same reciprocal antenna [87]. By Love equivalence prin-
ciple [88], equivalent electric and magnetic currents can be
formed using

~Jeq ¼ n̂� ~Hðx; y; zÞ
~Meq ¼ �n̂�~Eðx; y; zÞ (17)

where n̂ is a unit vector normal to a closed surface enclosing
the antenna. This surface has an arbitrary shape but must
enclose the antenna completely. To minimize the surface of
integration in subsequent equations, however, it is recom-
mended to reduce the shape of the closed surface to that of
the antenna. For example, the closed surface enclosing a
wire antenna could simply be the metallic surfaces on the
wire. By circuit analysis, if the equivalent currents are deter-
mined for a unit-voltage source directly at the antenna port,
the port voltage when the antenna is excited by an external
electromagnetic field is given by

vrx ¼ �ðYL þ Y Þ�1
I
S
ð~Jeq �~Ei � ~Meq � ~HiÞdS (18)

where ~Ei and ~Hi are the incident electric and magnetic
fields, YL and Y are the load and antenna admittances, re-
spectively, and dS is the closed-surface area used in the

integration. This equation can be discretized and reformu-
lated as follows:

vrx ¼ ��sðYL þ Y Þ�1

Jx
Jy
Jz

�Mx

�My

�Mz

2
6666664

3
7777775

T Ex

Ey

Ez

Hx

Hy

Hz

2
6666664

3
7777775

(19)

where ð�ÞT denotes the transpose operation; �s is the area of
the discretizations assuming that they have the same size; Jx,
Jy, Jz, Mx, My, and Mz are column vectors containing the
electric and magnetic current x, y, and z components at dis-
crete locations on the closed surface S; and Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx,
Hy, and Hz are column vectors containing the incident elec-
tric and magnetic field x, y, and z components at these loca-
tions. This can be extended in a straightforward manner to
array antennas where multiple ports can be excited. In this
case, vrx becomes a column vector instead of a scalar, and
the column vectors Jx, Jy, Jz, Mx, My, and Mz become ma-
trices with a number of columns equal to the number of
ports. The procedure for estimating a coupling matrix is
summarized as follows.

1) Compute the electric and magnetic fields over a
closed surface resulting from the excitation of one
port by a unit-voltage source while the other ports
are short-circuited. The surface should preferably be
as small as possible to minimize the number of
entries in the coupling matrix and thereby minimize
memory requirement and subsequent computations.

2) Compute the equivalent electric and magnetic cur-
rents according to (17) from the fields obtained in
step 1.

3) Fill a column of matrices Jx, Jy, Jz, Mx, My, and Mz

with the electric and magnetic currents obtained in
step 2.

4) Repeat steps 1–3 for each port.

5) Form the complete coupling matrix estimate with

~Crx ¼ ��sðYL þ Y Þ�1

Jx
Jy
Jz

�Mx

�My

�Mz

2
6666664

3
7777775

T

(20)

where Y is the array mutual admittance matrix,
and YL is a diagonal matrix containing the load ad-
mittances at the element ports.

The notation ~Crx is used here for differentiation with the
transmit coupling matrix ~Ctx studied in Section 3.2 and the
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square coupling matrix of (13). The matrix ~Crx generally has
a nonsquare structure and constitutes a generalization of the
coupling matrix to antenna systems of arbitrary geometry and
composition. As such, it can be used for compensating mu-
tual coupling accurately and to predict the received port volt-
ages using

vrx ¼ ~Crxvideal ¼ ~Crx

Ex

Ey

Ez

Hx

Hy

Hz

2
6666664

3
7777775

(21)

where the vector vrx contains the port voltages. Note that the
column vector on the right side of (21) allows for excitations
in arbitrary incident directions as well as arbitrary polariza-
tions. The complete response of an array can therefore be
predicted using this method.

For plane wave incidence in a lossless isotropic me-
dium, the relation between the incident electrical and mag-
netic fields is given by

~Hi ¼ � 1
�
r̂ �~Ei (22)

where � is the intrinsic impedance of the propagating me-
dium, and r̂ is a unit vector in the radial direction. Carrying
out this vector product gives

~Hi ¼ �̂
E�

�
� �̂

E�

�
(23)

where �̂ and �̂ are unit vectors in the � and � directions,
respectively, and E� and E� are the � and � components
of the incident electric field in spherical coordinates. Both
incident electric and magnetic fields have no radial compo-
nent. Therefore, they can be modeled in Cartesian coordi-
nates using

Ex

Ey

Ez

2
64

3
75 ¼

cos � cos� � sin�

cos � sin� cos�

� sin � 0

2
64

3
75 E�

E�

� �

¼
E� cos � cos�� E� sin�

E� cos � sin�þ E� cos�

�E� sin �

2
64

3
75 (24)

Hx

Hy

Hz

2
64

3
75 ¼

cos � cos� � sin�

cos � sin� cos�

� sin � 0

2
64

3
75 E�

�

� E�

�

" #

¼

E� cos � cos�þE� sin�
�

E� cos � sin��E� cos�
�

� E� sin �
�

2
6664

3
7775: (25)

The column vector on the right side of (21) then takes the
following form:

videal ¼

Ex

Ey

Ez

Hx

Hy

Hz

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
¼

E� cos � cos�� E� sin�
� �

vi

E� cos � sin�þ E� cos�
� �

vi

�E� sin �vi
E� cos � cos�þE� sin�

� vi
E� cos � sin��E� cos�

� vi

� E� sin �
� vi

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
(26)

where vi ¼ ejð2�=�Þ½sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos ��, and the column
vectors x, y, and z contain the x, y, and z coordinates of
the discrete locations on the closed surface.

3.2 Transmit System

Well-known manipulations of Maxwell’s equations for
far-field radiation in a lossless isotropic medium yield the
following electric field radiated by an antenna:

~Etx ¼ � j!�
4�

I
S

~Jeq � 1
�
r̂ � ~Meq

� �
e�j2��R

R
dS (27)

where � and � are the intrinsic impedance and permeability
of the medium, ! ¼ 2�f is the angular frequency, r̂ is a unit
vector in the radial direction, and R is the distance between
the sources ~Jeq and ~Meq on the closed surface S and an obser-
vation point outside this surface. At large distances from the
antenna, it is common to assume that the distance R has a
negligible impact on the amplitudes in the integrand of (27)
and can be treated as a constant. However, it is still impor-
tant to consider the phase variations in e�jð2�=�ÞR. Knowing
that r̂ � ~Meq ¼ ��̂M� þ �̂M�, the phase variations are gener-
ally taken into consideration using

~Etx ¼ � j!�
4�R

I
S

~Jeq þ 1
�
ð�̂M� � �̂M�Þ

� �

� ej
2�
� sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos �½ � dS (28)

where M� and M� are the � and � components of ~Meq. The
spherical wave propagates in the radial direction r̂, and its
electric field is orthogonal to this direction. Therefore, ~Etx ¼
�̂Etx� þ �̂Etx� in the far-field, and the radial component of ~Jeq
in (28) can be ignored. The following expression is then
obtained:

~Etx ¼ � j!�
4�R

I
S

�̂ J � þM�

�

� �
þ �̂ J� �M�

�

� �� �

� ej
2�
� sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos �½ � dS: (29)

Let the equivalent currents in (29) be those generated by a
unit-voltage source at the port of the antenna. If a different
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voltage is applied at that port, (29) will scale according to
ðZG þ ZÞ�1Zvtx by circuit theory. For vtx ¼ 1V, (29) becomes

~Etx ¼� j!�
4�R

ðZG þ ZÞ�1Z

�
I
S

�̂ J � þM�

�

� �
þ �̂ J� �M�

�

� �� �

� ej
2�
� sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos �½ � dS: (30)

The spherical coordinate quantities J�, J�, M�, and M� are
obtained from Cartesian coordinate quantities using the fol-
lowing transformations:

J�
J�

� �
¼ cos � cos� cos � sin� � sin �

� sin� cos� 0

� � Jx
Jy
Jz

2
64

3
75

¼ Jx cos � cos�þ Jy cos � sin�� Jz sin �

�Jx sin�þ Jy cos�

� �
(31)

M�

M�

� �
¼ cos � cos� cos � sin� � sin �

� sin� cos� 0

� � Mx

My

Mz

2
64

3
75

¼ Mx cos � cos�þMy cos � sin��Mz sin �

�Mx sin�þMy cos�

� �
:

(32)

Substituting these quantities into (30) gives

~Etx ¼� j!�
4�R

ðZG þ ZÞ�1Z

�
I
S
�̂ Jx cos � cos�þ Jy cos � sin�

��

� Jz sin �þ�Mx sin�þMy cos�
�

�

þ �̂ �Jx sin�þ Jy cos�

�

�Mxcos�cos�þMycos�sin��Mzsin�
�

��

� ej
2�
� sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos �½ � dS: (33)

This radiated electric field is seen to consist of two orthogo-
nal components and can be expressed as

~Etx ¼ �̂Etx� þ �̂Etx� : (34)

Depending on the polarization of a distant receive system,
these two orthogonal components are generally superim-
posed following a linear combination described by

E ¼ E�Etx� þ E�Etx� (35)

where the scalar parameters E� and E� specify the polariza-
tion of the distant receive system. The total electric field at

this receive system can then be expressed as

E¼� j!�
4�R

ðZG þ ZÞ�1Z

�
I
S

E� Jx cos � cos�þ Jy cos � sin�

��

� Jz sin �þ�Mx sin�þMy cos�
�

�

þ E� �Jx sin�þ Jycos�

�

�Mxcos�cos�þMycos�sin��Mzsin�
�

��
� ej

2�
� sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos �½ � dS: (36)

The discrete form of (36) can be expressed as

E ¼ ��s
j!�
4�R

ðZG þ ZÞ�1Z

�

Jx
Jy
Jz

�Mx

�My

�Mz

2
6666664

3
7777775

T ðE� cos � cos�� E� sin�Þvi
ðE� cos � sin�þ E� cos�Þvi

�E� sin �vi
E� sin�þE� cos � cos�

� vi
�E� cos�þE� cos � sin�

� vi
�E� sin �

� vi

2
666666664

3
777777775

(37)

where vi ¼ ejð2�=�Þ½sin �ðx cos�þy sin�Þþz cos ��; �s is the area of the
discretizations assuming that they all have the same size; Jx,
Jy, Jz, Mx, My, and Mz are column vectors containing the
electric and magnetic current x, y, and z components at
discrete locations on the closed surface S; and the column
vectors x, y, and z contain the x, y, and z coordinates of the
discretizations. This can be extended in a straightforward man-
ner to array antennas where multiple ports can be excited. In
this case, E becomes a column vector instead of a scalar; the
column vectors Jx, Jy, Jz, Mx, My, and Mz become matrices
with a number of columns equal to the number of ports; and
ZG and Z are the generator and impedance matrices defined in
Section 2. This gives the following convenient expression:

E ¼ ~Ctxvideal (38)

where

~Ctx ¼ ��s
j!�
4�R

ðZG þ ZÞ�1Z

Jx
Jy
Jz�Mx�My

�Mz

2
66664

3
77775

T

(39)

and

videal ¼

E� cos � cos�� E� sin�
� �

vi
ðE� cos � sin�þ E� cos�Þvi

�E� sin �vi
E� sin�þE� cos � cos�

� vi
�E� cos�þE� cos � sin�

� vi
�E� sin �

� vi

2
66666664

3
77777775
: (40)
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The matrix ~Ctx is independent of the direction of the observa-
tion and, as such, constitutes the coupling matrix estimate in a
transmit antenna system. Unlike (13), this matrix has a non-
square structure in general to characterize radiation for anten-
nas of arbitrary geometry and composition. We note that the
procedure for estimating the coupling matrix of a transmit sys-
tem is similar to the five-step procedure of a receive system,
described in Section 3.1, with the exception of the use of (39)
instead of (20).

3.3 Formulation Variants and
Reciprocity Relationships

Comparing the generalized analytical formulations of
the receive and transmit systems, important similarities are
observed. First, the ideal signal vectors of (26) and (40) are
identical. Second, both coupling matrix estimates in (20) and
(39) include the following common term:

Isc ¼ �s

Jx
Jy
Jz�Mx�My

�Mz

2
66664

3
77775: (41)

Although matrices Jx, Jy, Jz, Mx, My, and Mz were determined
with all ports short-circuited in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, other
formulations can be obtained for different loading conditions
[8]. Restricting ourselves to the cases where voltage sources
are used as excitations, let us define the three current matrices
I , IL, and Isc for electric and magnetic currents determined in
transmit-mode with 1) all elements loaded except the excited
one, 2) all elements loaded, and 3) all elements short-
circuited, respectively. The various derivations for evaluating
the coupling matrix in receive and transmit antenna systems
are presented in the Appendix, and the results are summa-
rized in Table 1. The formulations can be expressed using
either impedances or admittances, and the two different forms
are thus given in the table. In case 1 with only the unexcited
elements loaded, the diagonal matrices ZANT and YANT are

introduced. Their diagonal entries are simply the input im-
pedances and admittances of the array elements. Case 1 cor-
responds to the approach employed in [9] and [89], where the
current distribution and input impedance of each element are
computed through the separate excitation of the element by a
unit-voltage source, whereas all the other elements are termi-
nated with the load impedances of the receivers. The input
impedance of an element is then given by the inverse of the
input current when this element is excited. It is important to
note that the voltage source is directly applied at the excited
port without any load. For a single antenna or for an array in
the absence of mutual coupling, ZANT ¼ Z, and YANT ¼ Y ;
otherwise, ZANT 6¼ Z, and YANT 6¼ Y . The three different for-
mulation cases have their advantages. Since the matrices ZL
and ZANT are both diagonal matrices, the first two formulation
cases allow the estimation of complete rows of coupling ma-
trices without having to excite all of the elements. This may
be useful in complex antenna systems where only the perfor-
mance of a subset of the system must be evaluated. The third
formulation case does not have this feature due to the off-
diagonal entries of matrix Z but is valid for arbitrary loads, un-
like the two first cases. This may be useful for optimization
purposes since the current distributions do not have to be re-
computed for various loads. It also gives a very general rela-
tionship between receive and transmit formulations, i.e.,

~Ctx ¼ j!�
4�R

ðZG þ ZÞ�1ðZL þ ZÞZ�1
L

~Crx: (42)

If ZL ¼ ZG, (42) reduces to

~Ctx ¼ j!�
4�R

Z�1
L

~Crx: (43)

The matrix ZL in (43) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal en-
tries are the values of load impedances at the system ports. If
all of these have equal values, we note the following relation
between the two formulations:

~Ctx ¼ j!�
4�RZ1

~Crx (44)

Table 1. Summary of the analytical formulations for evaluating mutual coupling in
receive (Rx) and transmit (Tx) antenna systems [8].
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where Z1 is the common load impedance value. Since
j!�=4�RZ1 is simply a complex scaling factor, it is seen that

~Ctx / ~Crx: (45)

This has important consequences because it implies that trans-
mit and receive formulations can be used interchangeably for
compensating mutual coupling when the load and generator
impedances are all equal. In general, only the relative ampli-
tudes and phases are required, and therefore, the scaling factor
has little importance in the compensation. For systems where
the load impedances are not equal, a correction must be made
before interchanging the two formulations. The latter is em-
bodied in the following equation:

~Ctx / Z�1
L

~Crx: (46)

This important relationship can be very useful in the compen-
sation of transmit arrays and in retrodirective systems. The the-
ory presented here will be used in Section 5 in these two
applications.

4. Efficiency of Mutual
Coupling Compensation

The analytical formulations in Table 1 generally give
matrices that have a number of rows equal to the number of
array elements and a number of columns governed by the
discretizations of closed surfaces. Hence, in general, we are
dealing with nonsquare matrices that have significantly more
columns than rows. However, it is possible to reduce the
number of columns through careful consideration of the sys-
tem physics [89].

The case of a system consisting entirely of a perfect
electric conductor (PEC) is an interesting example. Since the
closed surfaces of integration can be defined at the surfaces
of PEC, the magnetic equivalent currents ~Meq vanish by
boundary conditions, and the sizes of the coupling matrix es-
timates ~Crx and ~Ctx are reduced by half.

The case of thin-wire elements, such as monopoles or
dipoles, is another interesting example. If the wires are verti-
cally oriented and consist of a PEC, horizontal electric cur-
rents Jx and Jy and all magnetic currents vanish, leaving only
the electric currents Jz in the evaluation of ~Crx and ~Ctx. Fur-
thermore, if we are only interested in one elevation angle �,
the current matrix can be rearranged to (47),

I¼�s

PK1

k¼1
Jzk1ej

2�
� zk cos �

PK2

k¼K1þ1
Jzk1ej

2�
� zk cos �

..

.

PKN

k¼KN�1þ1
Jzk1ej

2�
� zk cos �

� � � PK1

k¼1
JzkNej

2�
� zk cos �

� � � PK2

k¼K1þ1
JzkN ej

2�
� zk cos �

. .
. ..

.

� � � PKN

k¼KN�1þ1
JzkN ej

2�
� zk cos �

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

(47)

where Jzkn is the entry of Jz at its kth row and nth column, zk
is the vertical location of the kth wire segment, and K1 to KN

are the last segment numbers for elements 1 to N . The ideal
signal vector then takes the following form:

videal ¼ �E� sin �

ej
2�
� sin �ðx1 cos�þy1 sin�Þ

ej
2�
� sin �ðx2 cos�þy2 sin�Þ

..

.

ej
2�
� sin �ðxN cos�þyN sin�Þ

2
664

3
775 (48)

where xn and yn are the horizontal locations of the nth wire.
Substituting (47) into the formulations in Table 1 gives
square matrices ~Crx and ~Ctx. Further to the significant reduc-
tion in memory requirement for storing the coupling parame-
ters, the matrix is invertible and can be used in (15) to
estimate incident signals in a receive system. We note that
this size reduction is consistent with [50–57] and [59–78],
where a square structure is assumed for the coupling matrix.

Unfortunately, for other systems, the number of cou-
pling parameters may become huge. For this reason, it is de-
sirable to study approaches that can reduce this number
while maintaining acceptable mutual coupling compensation
accuracy. As discussed in [89], the calibration method in
[59–61] can be extended to handle antenna systems of arbi-
trary geometries. This is done by judiciously appending rows
to the ideal signal vectors prior to mapping them to the mea-
sured vectors. These additional rows must account for the re-
sponse to signals of various polarizations at locations
distributed over the whole structure of the antenna system.
Acceptable accuracy can be obtained for electrical spacings
on this structure that are significantly larger than those re-
quired for the computation of current distributions. The ideal
signal vectors then take the same form as (26) and (40) but
with reduced dimensions. Through careful consideration of
the system physics, it is possible to reduce the dimensions
even more in a similar fashion as previously described based
on the materials, geometry, and the absence of response to
some polarizations. Steering vectors must be recorded for M
discrete directions/polarizations in the following matrix:

V ¼ vrx1 vrx2 � � � vrxM½ � (49)

and the ideal signal vectors associated with these measured
vectors are recorded in

Videal ¼ videal1 videal2 � � � videalM½ �: (50)

The coupling matrix is then estimated through a least squares
approximation of ~C in V ¼ ~CVideal using

~C ¼ VVideal
H VidealVideal

H
� ��1

(51)

where ð�ÞH denotes the conjugate transpose operation. The
condition for solution uniqueness is that the number of mea-
surements be at least equal to the number of rows of Videal.
This approach was demonstrated to be superior to any
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existing interpolation technique in [90] for both simple and
complex geometries.

The accuracy of ~C is highly dependent on the structure
of Videal and the number of calibration points M specified by
the engineer. As discussed in [89–91], the condition number
of VidealVidealH can be closely monitored as an indication of
the best number of columns for ~C. If the matrix ~Crx is avail-
able, M can be arbitrarily increased, and a hybrid approach
can be devised to benefit from both a large number of steer-
ing vectors and a reduced number of coupling parameters.
This hybrid approach estimates a smaller coupling matrix
than ~Crx through a least squares approximation of ~C in V ¼
~CrxVideal

0 ¼ ~CVideal using

~C ¼ ~CrxVideal
0Videal

H VidealVideal
H

� ��1
(52)

where Videal
0 contains the ideal signal vectors whose dimen-

sions are consistent with ~Crx. The reader is referred to [89]
for more details on this methodology.

5. Applications

5.1 Retrodirective Systems

The reciprocity relationships derived in Section 3 can be
used to explain and extend the theory of retrodirective arrays.
These arrays operate in such a way that incident signals are
retransmitted in the same directions that they are received
without sophisticated signal processing equipment in the
front-end. Although various techniques are available for
achieving retrodirectivity, the most popular is the Pon array
[92], which exploits the heterodyne technique where a fre-
quency mixer is connected at each of the array elements to
perform phase conjugation of the received signals. Using the
Schwarz inequality, [93] and [94] proved that this phase con-
jugation gives optimal performance even in the presence of
strong mutual coupling. The theory presented in Section 3
certainly supports this conclusion. However, to consider the
case of nonuniform loads, the conventional circuit model of
Pon arrays can be extended to that in Figure 2, where the sig-
nals at the elements are scaled by the inverse of the conju-
gated load impedances.

5.1.1 Polarization Diverse Systems

The theory in Section 3 can be verified in a straightfor-
ward fashion using proven electromagnetic codes. More spe-
cifically, the numerical electromagnetic code (NEC) [95],
which is a method of moments solver, is used here to model a
circular array consisting of four crossed dipole pairs shown
in Figure 3. Each of the pairs is comprised of two orthogonal
half-wave dipoles centrally terminated into individual load
impedances of 50 �. The array radius is equal to �=4. Circu-
lar arrays are a popular choice due to their compactness and
the absence of ambiguities in azimuth. The horizontal dipoles

add sensitivity to horizontally polarized signals. Since the
horizontal and vertical dipoles are individually terminated,
the system provides polarization agility and can handle sig-
nals of arbitrary polarizations. This kind of array is therefore
very useful for verifying the theory presented in this paper,
which has been generalized for arbitrary polarizations.

Two approaches are available for verifying the theory.
The first approach is more straightforward and involves the
excitation of the numerical model in receive-mode by an inci-
dent plane wave. The complex conjugates of the received
voltages are then used as the values of voltage sources in
transmission, and the resulting radiated electromagnetic fields
are computed. If the theory is correct, radiation should be
maximized in the direction of the incident plane wave

Figure 2. Compensated circuit model of a Pon retrodirec-
tive array consisting of four elements. Received signals at
frequency f are passed through circulators and are mixed
with a local oscillator whose frequency is 2f . The signal
components at frequency f at the output of the mixers
are complex conjugates of the input signals. These signals
are then amplified before being returned to the antennas
through the circulators. Amplification is scaled by 1=ZLn

�

to take into consideration nonuniform loading.

Figure 3. Circular array of four crossed dipole pairs.
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assuming an active implementation of the retrodirective sys-
tem where scattered fields can be ignored. The second ap-
proach avoids a simulation in the receive-mode and computes
the coupling matrix of the system using the theory applicable
to receive systems in Section 3. This approach is favored
here since it will be reused in Section 5.2. Using the equa-
tions in Table 1, the current matrix required in the computa-
tion of the coupling matrix estimate takes the following form:

I ¼ �
½Iz�½Ix�½Iy�

" #
¼ �

I11 I12 � � � I18
I21 I22 � � � I28
I31 I32 � � � I38
I41 I42 � � � I48

2
64

3
75

I51 I52 � � � I58
I61 I62 � � � I68

� �
I71 I72 � � � I78
I81 I82 � � � I88

� �

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

(53)

where � is the segment length of the discretized dipoles, and
the column vectors Iij contain the electric current distribu-
tions on dipole i due to the excitation of dipole j. The dipoles
are modeled with thin wires; hence, currents are used in (53)
as opposed to current densities in (20), and the segment
length � is used instead of the segment area �s. The wires
are assumed to be made of a PEC, and all magnetic currents
are thus ignored. This formulation assumes that the first four
dipoles are vertical; hence, only z-directed currents are con-
sidered for these dipoles using submatrix ½Iz�. The fifth and
sixth dipoles are horizontal and oriented along the x-axis;
hence, only x-directed currents are considered for these two
dipoles using submatrix ½Ix�. The seventh and eighth dipoles
are horizontal and oriented along the y-axis; hence, only y-
directed currents are considered for these two dipoles using sub-
matrix ½Iy�. The ideal vector containing the incident signals takes
the following form:

videalð�; �;E�;E�Þ

¼

�E� sin �

ej
2�
�

�
4 sin � sin�þz1 cos �ð Þ

ej
2�
� ��

4 sin � sin�þz2 cos �ð Þ
ej

2�
�

�
4 sin � cos�þz3 cos �ð Þ

ej
2�
� ��

4 sin � cos�þz4 cos �ð Þ

2
6664

3
7775

ðE� cos � cos��E� sin�Þ ej
2�
� sin � x5 cos�þ�

4 sin�ð Þ
ej

2�
� sin � x6 cos���

4 sin�ð Þ

" #

ðE� cos � sin�þE� cos�Þ ej
2�
� sin � �

4 cos�þy7 sin�ð Þ
ej

2�
� sin � ��

4 cos�þy8 sin�ð Þ

" #

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

(54)

where the column vectors xn, yn, and zn contain the physical lo-
cations of the segments of the nth dipole. It is implicitly as-
sumed in this formulation that the vertical and horizontal
dipoles are centered at ðx1; y1; z1Þ ¼ ðx5; y5; z5Þ ¼ ð0; �=4; 0Þ,
ðx2; y2; z2Þ¼ðx6; y6; z6Þ¼ð0;�ð�=4Þ; 0Þ, ðx3; y3; z3Þ¼ðx7; y7; z7Þ ¼
ð�=4; 0; 0Þ, and ðx4; y4; z4Þ ¼ ðx8; y8; z8Þ ¼ ð�ð�=4Þ; 0; 0Þ,
respectively.

The dipoles were discretized using 11 segments per di-
pole; hence, the coupling matrix estimate in reception ~Crx is

an 8 � 88 matrix. The computation by NEC required ap-
proximately 65 kB of storage and 0.1 s of runtime to obtain
each column of (53). The received voltages can be estimated
for an arbitrary illumination using

vrxð�; �;E�;E�Þ ¼ ~Crxvidealð�; �;E�;E�Þ (55)

which requires 704 complex operations. Since the array is
uniformly loaded, the complex conjugate of (55) can be used
directly as the excitation of a transmit system of identical ge-
ometry and whose generator impedances are equal to the
50-� loads, according to the following equation:

vtx ¼ vrxð�; �;E�;E�Þ� (56)

where ð�Þ� denotes the complex conjugate operation. To con-
firm that this is correct, (55) is used to estimate the received
voltages for a vertically polarized signal arriving from azi-
muth angles � ¼ 0�, 30�, 60�, and 90� for elevation angles
� ¼ 90� and 45�. This is done by computing videalð0�; 90�;
1; 0Þ, videalð30�; 90�; 1; 0Þ, videalð60�; 90�; 1; 0Þ, videalð90�; 90�;
1; 0Þ, videalð0�; 45�; 1; 0Þ, videalð30�; 45�; 1; 0Þ, videalð60�; 45�;
1; 0Þ, and videalð90�; 45�; 1; 0Þ using (54) and substituting this
into (55). These results are then substituted into (56) and
used directly in a numerical simulation in transmission. Volt-
age sources having the values contained in vtx are applied at
the element ports, while including generator impedances
ZG¼50 �, and the �-component of the radiated electric fields
are calculated using NEC. Note that the horizontal dipoles do
not contribute to radiation for � ¼ 90� due to the vertical po-
larization of the incident signal, but they do for � ¼ 45� be-
cause a horizontal incident field exists for vertically polarized
signals arriving from � 6¼ 90�. The results are shown in
Figure 4. For comparison, the results of a Van Atta imple-
mentation are also presented [96]. In this case, phase conju-
gation is attempted using vtx ¼ ½vrx2vrx1vrx4vrx3vrx6vrx5vrx8vrx7 �T .
It is seen in Figure 4 that the use of (56) gives very satisfying
performance in all the plotted scenarios since the transmitted
power is maximized in the directions of the incident signals.
By comparing the radiation patterns for � ¼ 0� and � ¼ 90�,
it is verified that the radiation patterns repeat in each quadrant
due to the symmetry of the system. As discussed in [97] and
[98], the performance of the Van Atta implementation is seen
to be suboptimal due to mutual coupling effects with reduced
power levels in the directions of incident signals.

5.1.2 Nonuniformly Loaded Systems

To evaluate the impact of ignoring nonuniform loading,
the linear array shown in Figure 5 is now considered. This ar-
ray consists of dipoles having lengths decreasing from 0:6�
to 0:3� as we move along the x-axis and whose loads are the
complex conjugate of their self-impedances. The coupling
matrix can be estimated using the current matrix given by

I ¼ �Iz ¼ �

I11 I12 � � � I17
I21 I22 � � � I27
..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

I71 I72 � � � I77

2
64

3
75: (57)
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The currents in (57) were computed using NEC, which re-
quired approximately 54 kB of storage and less than 0.1 s of
runtime to obtain each column of matrix I with each of the el-
ements discretized into 11 segments. Noting that the array el-
ements only respond to vertically polarized signals, the
parameters E� and E� can be ignored, and the ideal signal
vector is given by

videalð�; �Þ ¼ � sin �

ej
2�
� ð0:3� sin � cos�þz1 cos �Þ

ej
2�
� ð0:6� sin � cos�þz2 cos �Þ

..

.

ej
2�
� ð2:1� sin � cos�þz7 cos �Þ

2
664

3
775: (58)

For a similar system used in transmission and having genera-
tor impedances given by ZG ¼ ZL, the values of the voltage
sources are determined using

vtx ¼ ZL
�1vrxð�; �Þ

� 	�¼ ZL
�1 ~Crxvidealð�; �Þ

� 	�
: (59)

The �-component of the radiated electric field of the trans-
mit system is plotted in Figure 6 for an incident signal arriv-
ing from azimuth angles � ¼ 0�, 60�, 120�, and 180� for
elevation angles � ¼ 90� and 45�. For comparison, the re-
sults are also shown when the nonuniform loading is ig-
nored. This is equivalent to simply assuming that ZL is
proportional to the identity matrix in (59). It is observed
here that the consideration of nonuniform loading is critical

in the implementation of retrodirective systems; otherwise,
suboptimal performance is possible. All the retrodirective
patterns obtained with proper consideration of nonuniform
loading are verified to be satisfactory with their main beams
pointing in the directions of the incident signal. These re-
sults strongly support the theory in Section 3 and the circuit
model in Figure 2.

Figure 5. Nonuniform linear array of seven nonuniformly
loaded vertical dipoles. Each dipole has a different length
and is terminated with a load impedance equal to the
complex conjugate of its self-impedance.

Figure 6. Retrodirective radiation patterns of the nonuni-
form linear array of seven vertical dipoles in Figure 5 il-
luminated by a vertically polarized signal arriving from
� ¼ 0�, � ¼ 60�, � ¼ 120�, and � ¼ 180�, respectively (top
to bottom plots). The radiation patterns on the left are
for an elevation angle of 90�, and those on the right are
for an elevation angle of 45�. It is seen that the nonuni-
form loads must be carefully considered to obtain opti-
mized radiation with a main beam directed toward the
incident signal.

Figure 4. Retrodirective radiation patterns of the circular
array of four crossed dipole pairs in Figure 3 illuminated
by a vertically polarized signal arriving from � ¼ 0�,
� ¼ 30�, � ¼ 60�, and � ¼ 90�, respectively (top to bottom
plots). The radiation patterns on the left are for an eleva-
tion angle of 90�, and those on the right are for an eleva-
tion angle of 45�. The Pon implementation is seen to give
better results than the Van Atta due to mutual coupling
effects, with optimized radiation and a main beam in the
direction of the incident signal.
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5.2 Receive/Transmit Beamforming

Beamforming is a popular application in receive an-
tenna systems for maximizing the reception of a desired sig-
nal while minimizing interference. To perform beamforming
in transmission, the directions and polarizations of distant re-
ceive systems must be known. The reciprocity relationships
in Section 3 give us the confidence to use received quantities
for transmission. This is studied in this section where trans-
mit systems are calibrated using coupling matrices and sig-
nals processed in reception.

5.2.1 Polarization Diverse Systems

The circular array of four crossed dipole pairs illus-
trated in Figure 3 is first considered. In accordance with the
theory in Section 3, since all the elements are terminated in
equal loads, the receive coupling matrix estimate ~Crx, de-
rived in Section 5.1, can also be used here to compensate
mutual coupling in transmission. Unlike the retrodirective
system in Section 5.1 where coupling matrices were only
employed for analysis purposes, the reduction of the matrix
size is desirable in a transmit beamformer to minimize the
memory requirement and computations in a practical imple-
mentation. Using the hybrid approach introduced in
Section 4, the size of the matrix is further reduced to 8 �
40, for a total of 320 stored complex coupling parameters in-
stead of 704. This is done by subdividing each of the eight
dipoles into five larger segments instead of the 11 used in
the numerical evaluation of ~Crx. The column vectors xn, yn,
and zn in the ideal signal vector of (54) therefore consist of
five entries.

Using the 8 � 40 matrix ~C obtained by (52), a correla-
tion matrix assuming six uncorrelated signals is generated
using

Rxx ¼ ~C
X6
i¼1

videal �i; �i;E�i ;E�i

� �"

� videal �i; �i;E�i ;E�i

� �H#~CH þ �2
oIN (60)

where ð�ÞH is the conjugate transpose operation; �i, �i, E�i ,
and E�i are the arrival and polarization parameters describing
the ith signal; IN is the identity matrix whose dimensions are
equal to the number of array elements N ¼ 8; and �2

o ¼
0:00001 is a fictitious noise power used for loading the diago-
nal of Rxx to ensure a reasonable condition number. The noise
is hereby modeled as uncorrelated zero-mean additive white
Gaussian. This example considers a scenario involving six
signals at an elevation of � ¼ 45�. Two of these are right-
hand circularly polarized (RHCP) signals arriving from � ¼
0� and 60�, two are left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) sig-
nals arriving from � ¼ �30� and 30�, one is a horizontally
polarized signal arriving from � ¼ �90�, and one is a verti-
cally polarized signal arriving from � ¼ �120�. Radiation is

optimized in the direction of the vertically polarized signal at
� ¼ �120�, and all other signals are considered as interferers.
The voltage sources of this system in transmission are then
determined using

vtx ¼ Rxx
�1 ~Cvidealð�120�; 45�; 1; 0Þ� 	�

: (61)

Using these voltage sources in the numerical model in trans-
mission, the radiated electric field components E�ð�; �Þ and
E�ð�; �Þ are computed with NEC. The radiation patterns in
transmission at an elevation of � ¼ 45� for the four different
polarizations of the signals are plotted in Figure 7. These pat-
terns are obtained through the following combinations of the
two orthogonal field components:

Evð�; �Þ ¼ E�ð�; �Þ
Ehð�; �Þ ¼ E�ð�; �Þ

ERHCPð�; �Þ ¼ jE�ð�; �Þ þ E�ð�; �Þ
ELHCPð�; �Þ ¼ E�ð�; �Þ þ jE�ð�; �Þ (62)

where the subscripts v, h, RHCP, and LHCP stand for verti-
cal, horizontal, right-hand circular, and left-hand circular
polarizations, respectively.

The results in Figure 7 are very satisfying since nulls
are formed in transmission not only in the directions of the
five interferers but also with the correct polarizations and,
thus, confirm that coupling matrices are effective in mutual
coupling compensation of both receive and transmit

Figure 7. Radiation patterns in transmission of the circular
array of four crossed dipole pairs in Figure 3 for receivers
of various polarizations at an elevation of 45� using an 8 �
40 coupling matrix estimate. Radiation is maximized for a
vertically polarized receiver at �120� and minimized for a
horizontally polarized receiver at �90�, LHCP receivers at
�30� and 30�, and RHCP receivers at 0� and 60�. Mutual
coupling is compensated effectively with a main beam and
deep nulls forming in these directions.
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beamforming systems. By reciprocity, it is expected that an-
tennas both transmit and receive with the same polarizations.
These results suggest that a wireless network can be opti-
mized when signals are transmitted and received using the
same antennas, and proper mutual coupling compensation is
implemented. Note that if the desired signal waveform is
known and all signals are being transmitted by distant sys-
tems, vtx in (61) can also be determined through adaptive
techniques without knowledge of ~C and the desired signal’s
direction and polarization. The theory presented in this paper
confirms that both deterministic and adaptive approaches can
be effective in the optimization of wireless networks.

5.2.2 Nonuniformly Loaded Systems

The nonuniform linear array of seven dipoles shown in
Figure 5 is now considered to study the impact of nonuni-
form loading in beamforming. The coupling matrix of this
system in reception ~Crx, derived in Section 5.1, is reduced
using the hybrid approach in Section 4 to a 7 � 35 ~C matrix,
for a total of 245 stored complex coupling parameters in-
stead of 539. Although the dipoles are of different lengths, a
reduced discretization scheme involving five segments per
dipole is nonetheless used in this example. The column
vector zn in the ideal signal vector of (58) therefore contains
five entries instead of the 11 entries used with the original
matrix.

Using the 7 � 35 matrix ~C obtained by (52) and the
same six-signal scenario as in Section 5.2.1, the correlation
matrix estimated in reception, i.e., Rxx, can be used to

determine the required voltage sources in transmission. How-
ever, nonuniform loading must be accounted for as follows:

vtx ¼ ZL
�1Rxx ZL

H
� ��1

h i�1
ZL

�1~Cvidealð�120�; 45�Þ

 ��

¼ ZL
HRxx

�1 ~Cvidealð�120�; 45�Þ� 	�
(63)

where the parameters E� and E� are ignored due to the pure
vertical polarization of the antenna system. The resulting ra-
diation patterns in transmission are presented in Figure 8
along with those obtained when nonuniform loading is
ignored. It is seen that optimum beamforming is achieved
since the main beam is in the direction of the desired signal
while deep nulls form in the directions of the interferers. As
already observed in Section 5.1, the main beam of the radia-
tion pattern is adversely affected when nonuniform loading is
ignored in a system where load impedances significantly
vary. It is seen that interference nulling would also signifi-
cantly suffer by the improper compensation of this transmit
system, with attenuation of no more than 12 dB in the direc-
tions of the interferers.

5.3 DOA/Polarization Estimation

In some applications, it is necessary to estimate the
DOA and polarization of incident signals. Accurate mutual
coupling compensation is critical in such applications since it
directly affects the accuracy and resolution of the estimator.
The eight-dipole array in front of a rectangular conducting
plate, similar to that in [80], is considered here. This antenna
system is illustrated in Figure 9. For 2-D operation, the cou-
pling matrix is estimated as indicated in the figure. The left
part of the matrix is associated with the dipoles and uses row
vectors cij, whereas the rectangular conducting plate is subdi-
vided along the horizontal and vertical axes to account for
the variable horizontal and vertical phase shifts of incident

Figure 8. Radiation patterns in transmission of the non-
uniform linear array of seven vertical dipoles in Figure 5
for receivers at an elevation of 45� using a 7 � 35 cou-
pling matrix estimate. Radiation needs to be maximized
at �120� and minimized at �60�, �30�, 0�, 30�, and 60�.
It is seen that the nonuniform loads must be carefully
considered to obtain optimized radiation with properly
directed main beam and deep nulls.

Figure 9. Geometry of the eight-dipole array in front of a
conducting plate for 2-D operation. Eight row vectors as-
sociated with the dipoles fill the left part of the coupling
matrix for each of its rows, whereas the other columns
are associated with the different portions of the plate.
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signals. Due to the finite dimensions of the conducting plate,
the polarizations of the array elements may have horizontal
components, and both horizontally and vertically oriented in-
cident fields have to be accounted for on the plate using the
complex scalar parameters Cy

ij and Cz
ij, respectively.

This antenna system is modeled with FEKO [99] using
the method of moments. The dipoles are modeled by thin
wires having a length of 6.12 cm, spaced 4.9 cm apart, and
centrally terminated into 50-� load impedances. The rectan-
gular plate is modeled by a thin 39.16-cm-wide and 24-cm-
high perfectly conducting surface, located 3 cm behind the
dipoles. The numerical calculations are performed for an op-
erating frequency of 2.45 GHz. Reordering the entries of the
right part of the matrix for mathematical conciseness, the
coupling matrix estimate is obtained by the equations in
Table 1 with the current matrix having the following form:

I¼
�z½Iwires�
�s Jz

Jy

� �2
4

3
5¼

�z
I11 � � � I18
..
. . .

. ..
.

I81 � � � I88

2
4

3
5

�s

Jz91 � � � Jz98
..
. . .

. ..
.

JzK1 � � � JzK8
Jy91 � � � Jy98
..
. . .

. ..
.

JyK1 � � � JyK8

2
6666664

3
7777775

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

(64)

where �z and �s are the dipole segment length and conduct-
ing plate patch area, respectively, Iij is a column vector con-
taining the electric currents on the segments of element i due
to the excitation of element j, and Jyij and Jzij are the y- and
z-directed electric current densities on patch i of the conduct-
ing plate due to the excitation of element j. The ideal signal
vector of this problem takes the following form:

videalð�; �;E�;E�Þ

¼

�E� sin �

ej
2�
� sin �ðx1 cos�þy1 sin�Þþz1 cos �½ �

..

.

ej
2�
� sin �ðx8 cos�þy8 sin�Þþz8 cos �½ �

ej
2�
� ðy9 sin � sin�þz9 cos �Þ

..

.

ej
2�
� ðyK sin � sin�þzK cos �Þ

2
66666664

3
77777775

ðE� cos � sin�þ E� cos�Þ
ej

2�
� ðy9 sin � sin�þz9 cos �Þ

..

.

ej
2�
� ðyK sin � sin�þzK cos �Þ

2
64

3
75

2
6666666666666664

3
7777777777777775

(65)

where xj, yj, and zj are column vectors containing the x, y,
and z physical locations of the wire segments for j � 8, and
yj and zj are scalar values of the y and z locations of the con-
ducting plate patches for j 	 9. Note that this formulation
assumes that the conducting plate is located at x ¼ 0. The nu-
merical solution of this problem involved a total of 104 wire
segments and 2923 surface patches, which required approxi-
mately 150 MB of storage and 51 s of runtime to obtain each
of the columns of (64). Since two columns are required to

account for both y- and z-directed currents on each patch, the
coupling matrix estimate turns out to be an 8 � 5950 matrix.
Using the size-reduction guidelines presented in Section 4,
the size of the estimate can be reduced at the expense of
some performance degradation. Here, the method is imple-
mented by subdividing the wires into five segments, each for
a total of 40 wire segments instead of 104, and the conduct-
ing plate into 70 patches, 10 wide by 7 high, instead of
2923. The size of the coupling matrix estimate then reduces
to 8 � 180, for a total of 1440 stored complex coupling pa-
rameters instead of 47 600. This is done by computing the
steering vectors for both vertically and horizontally polarized
signals arriving from �85 � � � 85� and 2:5 � � � 172:5�

with angular increments of 10�. These two sets of steering
vectors are obtained by substituting videalð�; �; 1; 0Þ and
videalð�; �; 0; 1Þ as the columns of the matrix Videal

0 in (52) for
324 different combinations of � and �. Since two polariza-
tions are considered, the total number of calibration points is
648. The matrix Videal in (52) is then a 180 � 648 matrix con-
taining the ideal signal vectors for the reduced discretization
scheme and the 648 calibration points.

The popular MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC)
algorithm, described in [100–102], is employed here to per-
form DOA estimation in a polarization diverse scenario. By
the theory of this paper, the MUSIC DOA spectrum can be
expressed as

Pð�; �Þ ¼ 1

�min ðAHAÞ�1AHENEN
HA

h i (66)

where

A ¼ ~C videalð�; �; 1; 0Þ videalð�; �; 0; 1Þ½ �; (67)

�min½�� is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix inside the
brackets, and EN is the matrix containing the noise eigen-
vectors obtained through the eigendecomposition of the cor-
relation matrix. A signal scenario involving two plane waves
arriving from ð�; �Þ¼ð�30�; 60�Þ and ð�; �Þ¼ð0�; 45�Þ, re-
spectively, is considered. In addition, the two signals are
circularly polarized. The first signal is RHCP, i.e., ðE�;E�Þ ¼
ðj; 1Þ, whereas the second signal is LHCP, i.e., ðE�;E�Þ ¼
ð1; jÞ. The eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix
provides six noise eigenvectors, which are associated with
the six smallest eigenvalues, to fill the matrix EN in (66). The
2-D DOA spectra are presented in Figure 10.

For comparison, the DOA spectra obtained without
compensation, with a square coupling matrix having dimen-
sions 8 � 8 and with the full 8 � 5950 matrix, are also
shown. The accuracies and resolutions obtained with the
larger matrices in Figure 10c and d are seen to be signifi-
cantly better. The reduced 8 � 180 matrix is seen to be a
very reasonable compromise with a slight performance degra-
dation but a reduction of approximately 97% of the memory
requirement and computations required for the evaluation of
the DOA spectra.
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It is important to note here that the 8 � 180 ~C matrix
can also be determined with measurements using (51), where
the matrix V is filled with measured steering vectors. In the
case studied in this section, 648 measured steering vectors
are necessary to obtain ~C. This is a substantial reduction
compared with the number of measurements required for 2-D
operation using conventional means. More details on this are
available in [89].

6. Conclusion

This paper has thoroughly reviewed the limitations of
current mutual coupling compensation methods. Through the
derivation of clear theoretical foundations that apply to both
receive and transmit systems, the theory of mutual coupling
compensation was unified to provide efficient mutual coupling
compensation methods that can be employed with systems of
arbitrary geometries. Reciprocity relationships were clearly
derived based on the receive and transmit formulations,
thereby allowing the use of receive-mode compensation data
for both reception and transmission if the reciprocity relation-
ships are employed properly. Both theoretical and experimen-
tal techniques can be used to evaluate mutual coupling by the

presented theory. This theory can be verified in a straight-
forward fashion using proven electromagnetic codes, and the
examples given in this paper on retrodirective systems, beam-
formers, and DOA estimation can be followed by the reader
for validation. Finally, this theory will likely find several other
applications than those presented and contributes to the areas
of antenna theory, mutual coupling analysis, complex struc-
ture modeling, and antenna measurements.

7. Appendix
Derivation of Analytical
Formulations in Table 1

The analytical formulations presented in Table 1 are
better understood using the various equivalent circuits of an-
tenna systems shown in Figure 11. In receive-mode, the
open-circuit voltages are given by

vocA ¼ �ZANT I
Tvideal (68)

vocL ¼ �ðZL þ ZÞITL videal (69)

voc ¼ �ZITscvideal: (70)

Figure 10. 2-D DOA estimation using the eight-dipole linear array in front of a rectangular con-
ducting plate for two circularly polarized signals from ð�; �Þ ¼ ð�30�; 60�Þ and ð0�; 45�Þ using
MUSIC. Mutual coupling compensation implemented with an 8 � 180 coupling matrix estimate is
seen to give very satisfying performance and efficiency with sharp peaks toward the two signals.
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This is consistent with classic antenna theory presented in
[6]. The port voltages should be equal, irrespective of the
method. By circuit theory, these are given by

vrx ¼ ZLðZL þ ZANT Þ�1vocA (71)

¼ ZLðZL þ ZÞ�1vocL (72)

¼ ZLðZL þ ZÞ�1voc: (73)

Substituting (68)–(70) into (71)–(73) and performing some
matrix manipulations gives

vrx ¼ �ZLðZL þ ZANT Þ�1ZANT I
Tvideal (74)

¼ �ZLI
T
L videal (75)

¼ �ZLðZL þ ZÞ�1ZITscvideal: (76)

The admittance formulations are obtained by substituting
ZL ¼ YL�1, ZANT ¼ YANT�1, and Z ¼ Y�1 into (74)–(76). For
example, (76) gives

vrx ¼ �Y�1
L Y�1

L þ Y�1
� ��1

Y�1ITscvideal

¼ �Y�1
L YLðYL þ Y Þ�1YY�1ITscvideal

¼ �ðYL þ Y Þ�1ITscvideal: (77)

In transmit-mode, the radiated fields are scaled by vA, vL,
and v, which are obtained by voltage division in 1) and 3).
In 2), vL is simply equal to vtx. The admittance formulations
in transmit-mode are obtained in the same fashion as the ex-
ample of (77).
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